FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ATTO Enhances Management and Monitoring Capabilities with
VMware vCenter
Amherst, New York (May 28, 2015) – ATTO Technology, Inc., a global leader of storage, network
connectivity and infrastructure solutions for data-intensive computing environments for more than 25
years, today announced it has enhanced both management and monitoring capabilities for VMware®
vCenter™ with its new vConfigTool™. This virtualization management utility also features Latency
Scout™, a storage I/O latency diagnostic tool developed in conjunction with VMware.
ATTO’s vConfigTool is a software plug-in that integrates simplified, centralized management and
monitoring into VMware vCenter Server for virtual environments. Using the exclusive Latency Scout
feature, IT administrators can quickly identify bottlenecks to ensure optimal performance and maximum
infrastructure uptime via real-time kernel, device and guest OS latency histograms. ATTO additionally
provides guidance on how to make improvements based on Latency Scout results. With vConfigTool, IT
administrators using VMware vSphere® 5.5 and later web clients can accelerate adapter deployments,
optimize configurations, improve system availability and reduce the cost of managing VMware host
infrastructures.
Products supporting vConfigTool include ATTO’s Celerity™ 16Gb Gen 5 Fibre Channel Host Bus
Adapters and ExpressSAS™ 12Gb SAS Host Bus Adapters. Both lines have been tested and certified with
VMware vCenter and ESXi Server platforms. ATTO is also a certified CIM provider.
“ATTO’s VMware solutions are designed to support real-time virtual environments resulting in higher
application performance, better transaction processing and an ability to handle larger workloads,” said
Tom Kolniak, director of products for ATTO. “Combined with the new vConfigTool and Latency Scout
management and monitoring features, IT administrators can now better manage and meet corporate
service level agreements (SLA).”
To learn more about ATTO’s vConfigTool, download the technical brief.
ATTO products are available for purchase through leading resellers, system integrators, OEMs and the
ATTO webstore. Learn more at http://www.attotech.com/howtobuy/
More information about ATTO is available at www.attotech.com, on Twitter, LinkedIn and on Facebook.
About ATTO Technology, Inc.
ATTO Technology, Inc. is a global leader of storage connectivity and infrastructure solutions for dataintensive computing environments. ATTO provides a wide range of solutions to help customers store,
manage and deliver their data more efficiently. With a focus toward markets that require higher
performance, ATTO manufactures host and RAID adapters, converged network adapters, bridges, switches,
storage controllers and management software. ATTO solutions provide connectivity to all storage interfaces
including Fibre Channel, SAS, SATA, iSCSI, FCoE, 10GbE and Thunderbolt. ATTO distributes its

products worldwide directly to Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), systems integrators, VARs and
authorized distributors. Contact ATTO Technology, Inc. world headquarters at: 155 CrossPoint Parkway,
Amherst, New York 14068; Phone: +1 716 691 1999; Fax: +1 716 691 9353; Website: attotech.com.
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